EUROPEAN PROFESSIONAL CLUB RUGBY (“EPCR”)
2017/18 CHAMPIONS CUP TOURNAMENT
DECISION OF DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE
Disciplinary hearing (“the Hearing”) held at Sofitel Hotel, Heathrow Airport, London at 10.15am on
Wednesday 20 December 2017
in respect of
Manu Tuilagi (“the Player”) of Leicester Tigers
and
the citing report of the citing commissioner, Jeff Mark (“the Citing Commissioner”), in respect of an
alleged act of foul play under law 10.4(e) (dangerous tackling) committed by the Player in the EPCR
Champions Cup match between Leicester Tigers and Munster Rugby played on 17 December 2017
at Welford Road, Leicester (“the Match”).
The disciplinary committee appointed to hear the case comprised:
Pamela Woodman (“the Chairman”) (Scotland)
Roger Morris (Wales)
Nigel Williams (Wales)
(together “the Committee”)

Decision of the Committee:
1.

For the reasons set out below, the Committee determined that the Player had committed a
reckless act of foul play contrary to law 10.4(e) but that that act of foul play would not have
warranted a red card. Accordingly, the Committee did not uphold the citing complaint.

2.

The Player was free to resume playing from conclusion of the Hearing.

3.

The Committee made no award of costs.
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Introduction
1.

The Committee was appointed by Mike Hamlin, chairman of the EPCR disciplinary panel
pursuant to the European Rugby 2017/18 disciplinary rules (“the Rules”), such Rules being
found in schedule 4 to the European Rugby 2017/18 participation agreement. The Committee
was appointed to consider the citing complaint made by the Citing Commissioner in respect of
the Player in the Match.

2.

In addition to the Committee, the following persons were present at the Hearing:
a. the Player;
b. Samuel Jones, the Player's legal representative (“Player’s Representative”);
c.

Ged Glynn, Head of Rugby Operations, Leicester Tigers (as observer);

d. Liam McTiernan, Head of Regulations and Compliance, EPCR (“Disciplinary
Officer”);
e. Danny Rumble, Regulations and Compliance Executive, EPCR (as observer and
operator of video evidence equipment); and
f.
3.

Mike Hamlin, chairman of the EPCR disciplinary panel (as observer).

The Player confirmed that he was the person referred to in the citing complaint.

Preliminary matters
4.

The Player complied with the standard pre-hearing standing directions and did not raise any
preliminary matters.

5.

There was no objection to the composition of the Committee by (or on behalf of) the Player.

6.

The Player’s Representative confirmed that the Player did not consider that the act in
question was an act of foul play and so the Player did not accept that an act of foul play, as
specified in the citing complaint, had been committed and, accordingly, the act in question did
not warrant a red card.

7.

The Chairman highlighted that the purpose of the Hearing was for the Committee to consider
whether or not it was satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that the Player had committed
the act of foul play specified in the citing complaint and, if so, if the offence committed would
have warranted a red card. The Chairman noted that, if the Committee was so satisfied on
both elements, it would uphold the citing complaint and then determine the sanction (if any) to
be imposed.

8.

Having established the purpose of the Hearing, the Chairman outlined the procedure to be
adopted by the Committee for the Hearing.

9.

The Chairman established (by obtaining confirmation from the Player’s Representative to this
effect) that all documentation and the video evidence of the incident had been made available
to the parties before the Hearing. The documentation comprised:
a. Notice of hearing in respect of citing of Manu Tuilagi issued on 18 December 2017 (in
e-mail form);
b. Letter to the chairman of the EPCR disciplinary panel from the Disciplinary Officer
dated 18 December 2017;
c.

Citing report issued by the Citing Commissioner dated 18 December 2017;

d. E-mail from the Disciplinary Officer (attaching items e., f. and g., and a further copy of
item c. above ) dated 19 December 2017;
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e. Statement from Mathieu Raynal, referee, dated 18 December 2017 (in e-mail form);
f.

Statement from Philippe Bonhoure, TMO, dated 18 December 2017 (in e-mail form);

g. Statement from Chris Cloete, Munster number 7 (“M7”), dated 18 December 2017 (in
e-mail form);
h. Video clip - link provided in item d. above;
i.

Player’s responses to the standing directions issued by the Player’s Representative
on behalf of the Player on 19 December 2017 (in e-mail form);

j.

Character reference from Simon Cohen, Chief Executive, Leicester Tigers, dated 19
December 2017;

k.

Statement from Dr Tadhg O’Sullivan, Munster Rugby, dated 19 December 2017 (in email form);

l.

Disciplinary Officer's responses to the standing directions issued on 19 December
2017 (in e-mail form);

m. Presentation by EPCR’s Head of Match Officials and World Rugby’s Head of Match
Officials named “1 – Key Area - Foul Play” – link provided in item l. above (and stated
on EPCR portal to have been provided to clubs on 11 October 2017);
n. Presentation by EPCR’s Head of Match Officials and World Rugby’s Head of Match
Officials named “COACHES PRESENTATION 2017-18” (“Coaches Presentation”)
– link provided in item l. above (and stated on EPCR portal to have been provided to
clubs on 11 October 2017);
o. Decision of the appeal committee in the hearing on 3 March 2010 in respect of Jerry
Flannery in the 6 Nations tournament 2010;
p. Decision of the independent judicial officer in the hearing on 2 May 2013 in respect of
Daniel Leo in the Amlin Challenge Cup tournament in 2012-2013; and
q. Decision of the appeal committee in the hearing on 25 February 2015 in respect of
Finn Russell in the 6 Nations tournament 2015.
Citing complaint
10.

The citing complaint was made by the Citing Commissioner under law 10.4(e) in respect of an
alleged incident which the Citing Commissioner stated occurred 48 minutes 5 seconds in the
Match. The citing complaint was in the following terms:
“Munster 7 gathers ball from ground and regains his footing. Fends off challenge of L14
before L13 comes in. L13 initially crouching, but then in an upward motion, leads with his
shoulder into the tackle, striking M7, with the shoulder, with force and to the head,
whiplashing the head back. L13's arms are wrapped, but reverse angle shows that even the
left arm starts at the shoulder and rides, up, finishing around the neck. The entire motion of
the tackle is upwards and as there is forceful contact, from shoulder, to the head, I am of the
view this passes the RC test. I have cited under 10.4e as a tackle which involved contact
above the line of the shoulders. I had alternatively considered striking with the shoulder
10.4.a.”

Statements provided
11.

The statement from the referee, Mathieu Raynal, was in the following terms:
“I saw the tackle and in live it was legal from my view. Wrap with the arm and hit on the chest.
I ask Philippe (TMO) and mathieu (AR2) if there is something wrong with this tackle and
Philippe, with delayed screen, said his view was a legal tackle. Mathieu confirm the fact the
player wrap clearly the ball carrier with both arms.
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Ball goes out and i wait, the tackled player go back to play and munster players never
complains about this tackle. Reason why I have no reason to think that tackle was not legal.”
12.

The (unofficial translation into English of the) statement from the TMO, Philippe Bonhoure,
was in the following terms:
“I effectively detect the tackle by green 13 on the red 7, so I check the replay on the screen at
the request of Mathieu. On the sequence we see that he uses his two arms and I do not see
clear and obvious contact with the head. I communicate to Mathieu that the tackle seems
legal, aggressive certainly, but legal.”

13.

The statement from M7 was in the following terms:
“I chased back for the ball,gathered it and as I turned i got up and received a blow to the jaw
and stayed down received some attention for abit got my breath back and carried on and
finished the game”

14.

The statement from Dr Tadgh O’Sullivan of Munster Rugby was in the following terms:
“I attended to Chris during the match Munster vs Leicester on 17/12/2017;
He had no obvious injury at that time
HIA was completed post game”

Submissions as to whether or not act of foul play committed
15.

In terms of clause 7.8.11 of the Rules in relation to a citing complaint case, the Disciplinary
Officer had the burden of proving, on the balance of probabilities, that the Player committed
the act of foul play specified in the citing complaint.

16.

It was agreed that the Committee would, in the first instance, hear submissions, consider and
decide upon the matter of whether or not an act of foul play had been committed and, if it was
decided that an act of foul play had been committed, the Committee would then hear
submissions, consider and decide upon whether or not such act of foul play would have
warranted a red card.

17.

The video evidence was played a number of times at different speeds through the Hearing.

18.

The Disciplinary Officer talked the Committee through the citing complaint and the various
statements provided. Otherwise, in summary, the main submissions provided by the
Disciplinary Officer (including those in response to submissions made by or on behalf of the
Player or to questions) were as follows:
a. The initial point of contact was the shoulder of the Player to the neck of M7; the
Player wrapped his arms round M7 but, at the point when initial contact was made,
there was a grasp but not a wrap; the camera angle (from behind the try line which
Leicester Tigers were attacking) showed that the left arm of the Player was at
shoulder height of M7; M7 did not materially drop in height into the contact and
indeed players often drop in height when they brace for contact; the Player was much
taller than M7 and so the Player would be required to take account of that; even if the
tackle had started low (which was not accepted by the Disciplinary Officer), it raised
up and, as a result, an offence was committed; the Player’s stated intention was to
tackle higher for the advantage that would give to his team; as a result, it was
inevitable that the Player ran the risk of committing an act of foul play; even if the
initial point of contact was on the chest (which was not accepted by the Disciplinary
Officer), it was still a dangerous tackle; if contact had been made with the chest, M7’s
head would have come forward and his body would have gone back but that did not
happen; the Player had a range of options available to him as to where to tackle M7
but chose to go high;
b. Care needed to be taken with the camera angle from the behind the sideline (to the
right hand side of the pitch if looking towards the try line) which was at an angle to,
and not directly in line with, the alleged incident and so did not give true perspective
of the relative positions of the Player and M7;
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c.

(In response to a point raised by Mr Jones with regard to the referee and TMO not
considering that an act of foul play had been committed) match officials were under
pressure to make a decision quickly, citing commissioners had more time and the
Disciplinary Committee had more time still to consider the alleged incident; the match
officials’ view was not very instructive for the Committee; and

d. There was no evidence to undermine M7’s statement in which he stated that he
received a “blow to the jaw” but it was not known if M7 underwent an HIA as a result
of the alleged incident or some other incident.
19.

In summary, the main submissions made by the Player, and by the Player’s Representative
on behalf of the Player, (including those in response to submissions made by the Disciplinary
Officer or to questions) were as follows:
a. Even if the alleged incident amounted to foul play, it fell short of the red card test;
b. The alleged incident was not foul play - it was a legal, firm, fair, controlled tackle; this
was a view shared by the referee and TMO and the Committee should give significant
weight to their view;
c.

There were three key points which they wanted to address, namely:
i. Height of M7 – M7 evaded Leicester Tigers number 11 (“L11”) by rising up after
gathering the ball; M7 was standing quite tall with a slight bend in his knees; the
Player was approaching (also in a quite tall position); the Player was committed to
the tackle at that point and his shoulders were below M7’s shoulder level but, before
contact was made, M7 moved down; M7 saw the Player quite late and then braced
himself and bent his knees (thus lowering his body position and reducing his height);
ii. Initial point of contact – contact was between the Player’s shoulder and the upper
chest of M7; the Player made a good, solid contact with M7 on M7’s upper chest
area and, if he had made contact with M7’s head, he would not have felt a good,
solid contact; the video evidence (from the camera behind the left hand sideline
looking towards the try line) showed that M7’s chin was over the shoulder of the
Player and there was not contact with the chin first; the chin was not the initial point
of contact; as M7 was coming down to ground, the Player might have had contact
with the chin of M7 but only after the force of the tackle had finished and after the
tackle had effectively been carried out, which was before M7 was on the ground; it
was accepted that the chin formed part of the head; M7’s chin was low and close to
the line of the shoulders;
iii. Effective wrapping of arms - the Player’s right arm was in contact with M7 and he
was trying to wrap his arms around M7 to drive him back but M7 was going back
and down quite fast; the video evidence (from the camera behind the try line)
showed that the Player’s left arm was around M7 and both arms were in line with
(but not above) shoulder height; the Player’s arms stayed at (or below) the line of
the shoulders and so it was not a dangerous tackle; it was not a stiff arm tackle;

d. The Player was trying to get the ball back and so was trying to hit M7 as hard as he
could, legally; if the Player hit higher, his team were more likely to get the ball; he was
aiming for the area just above the red band on M7’s left arm;
e. M7 tried to protect himself and the Player acknowledged that he would get low and brace
if he was in the same situation as M7 about to be tackled;
f.

The force of the contact could have caused M7’s head to go forward or back; and

g. There was no injury to M7 and no effect on the game.
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Committee’s review of the video evidence
20.

The video evidence started showing M7 gathering the ball. The Committee had been advised
that the ball had been kicked on from deep in the Leicester Tigers half and that the Player had
run over 50 metres chasing up the kick.

21.

The Committee viewed the video evidence a number of times, including sections frame by
frame. It noted that the following could be seen from the video evidence:
a. M7 gathered the ball in the Munster Rugby half approximately 10 metres from the try
line, with two other Munster Rugby players in support;
b. As M7 was getting to his feet, he appeared to see L11 approaching and about to
attempt a tackle on M7;
c.

M7 eluded L11 and, in doing so, turned his back towards the side line (to the right
hand side of the pitch if looking towards the try line), such that his upper body, hips
and legs were approximately at right angles to the Player who was approaching (in a
relatively upright position) and was approximately 1.5 metres away;

d. M7 was in a relatively upright position at that time with only a slight bend in his knees;
e. The Player continued to approach M7 and appeared to prepare to tackle M7,
apparently in response to which M7 turned his upper body round towards the Player
(but his hips and feet remained in more of a cross-pitch direction) and started to dip in
height (such that his hips lowered and his knees became more bent, to approximately
a 100 degree angle at the time of contact by the Player);
f.

M7 appeared to be bracing for contact, which would not be unexpected in such a
situation;

g. On approaching M7, the Player bent his knees and lowered his upper body and arms
and, in doing so, had adopted a body position which appeared to be consistent with
the making of a legal tackle at approximately lower bicep/elbow level on M7;
h. The Player then appeared to plant his feet and made contact with M7; the Player’s
head was to the outer edge of the lower part of M7’s left shoulder and both arms
around M7, the right arm starting at rib height and binding onto the back of M7’s shirt
(which is pulled upwards by the Player during the course of the tackle) and his left
arm initially making contact across the left hand chest/upper rib/upper bicep area of
M7 but slipping up over the top of the right hand shoulder of M7 with the Player’s
elbow at the shoulder;

22.

i.

Upon making contact with M7, the Player then drove upwards and through the tackle,
and took a few steps forward before taking M7 to the ground;

j.

M7’s head appeared initially to move to his right hand side upon contact by the Player
and then backwards in a “whiplash” style of motion as the Player drove forward; and

k.

There was no clear evidence of the Player having led with his shoulder.

A number of “stills” from the video evidence are included in the appendix to this decision.
Stills 1 to 4 relate to the respective body positions prior to contact of M7 and the Player and
attention is drawn to the level of M7’s head relative to the lined signage around the pitch.
Stills 5 to 8 relate to the movement of M7’s head upon contact by the Player but unfortunately
are somewhat blurred. Stills 9 and 10 relate to the initial point of contact by the Player on
M7. Stills 11 to 13 relate to where the Player’s arms ended up during the contact.

Findings as to whether or not act of foul play committed
23.

The Committee carefully considered, in private, all of the evidence presented and
submissions made to it.

24.

The Committee noted that the most pertinent parts of law 10.4(e) to the current case were:
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a. the general law against dangerous tackling: “A player must not tackle an opponent
early, late or dangerously”; and
b. the more specific part of law 10.4(e) against tackling above the line of the shoulders:
“A player must not tackle (or try to tackle) an opponent above the line of the
shoulders even if the tackle starts below the line of the shoulders. A tackle around
the opponent’s neck or head is dangerous play.”
25.

The Committee also noted that World Rugby in November 2016 had issued the following law
guidance with regard to a “Reckless Tackle” in the context of the growing concern in the
game around concussion and head/neck injuries (which concern remained at the date of the
Hearing):
“A player is deemed to have made reckless contact during a tackle or attempted tackle or
during other phases of the game if in making contact, the player knew or should have known
that there was a risk of making contact with the head of an opponent, but did so anyway. This
sanction applies even if the tackle starts below the line of the shoulders. This type of contact
also applies to grabbing and rolling/ twisting around the head/ neck area even if the contact
starts below the line of the shoulders.
Minimum sanction: Yellow card
Maximum sanction: Red card”.

26.

The Committee accepted that it was entirely possible for a tackle which was made legally and
within the laws of the game to be made with significant force and/or to result in the tackled
player’s heading moving in a “whiplash” style of motion. The mere fact that significant force
was used or that a tackled player’s head moved in a “whiplash” style of motion did not
automatically make the tackle illegal or more serious foul play but, equally, did not rule out
those possibilities. However, on matters such as this, it would be essential for each case to
be looked at on its own facts and merits.

27.

Taking into account the statement from M7 and, based on the video evidence, the movement
of M7’s head to the side first (from left to right such that he looked towards the space above
his right hand shoulder) and then backwards (such that the back of his head moved in the
direction of the try line in a “whiplash” style of motion), the Committee found, on the balance
of probabilities, that the Player had made contact to the left hand side of M7’s jaw/chin area,
albeit that had not been the primary point of contact with M7, which was on M7’s left hand
upper shoulder area. The Committee also found that it was not necessary for the initial point
of contact or primary point of contact to be the jaw/chin area in order to find that an act of foul
play contrary to law 10.4(e) had been committed.

28.

The Committee found that the jaw/chin area of a player constituted part of a player’s head.
This had been accepted on behalf of the Player, albeit it was not accepted by the Player that
contact had definitely been made by him with the jaw/chin area of M7.

29.

Primarily based upon the video evidence before it, the Committee was satisfied, on the
balance of probabilities, that the tackle by the Player had slipped up above the line of the
shoulders of M7, even though it had generally started at or below the line of the shoulders.

30.

By the Player’s own submission, he had chosen to tackle M7 “higher” because there would be
more likelihood of Leicester Tigers getting the ball. However, in doing so, the Player “knew or
should have known that there was a risk of making contact with the head of an opponent” (as
per the World Rugby law guidance referred to above).

31.

Taking the above factors together, the Committee was satisfied, on the balance of
probabilities, that the Player had committed an act of foul play contrary to law 10.4(e) in the
form of a reckless tackle which was dangerous and which also ended up above the line of the
shoulders. The Hearing was resumed and the Chairman confirmed the Committee’s decision
on this matter to all present.

32.

For the purposes of expediency, the Chairman also confirmed that the Committee did not
consider that the Player’s conduct had been intentional and so there was no need to address
the Committee on that point.
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Submissions as to whether or not act of foul play warranted a red card
33.

Again, the burden of proof was on the Disciplinary Officer. In summary, the main submissions
provided by the Disciplinary Officer (including those in response to submissions made by or
on behalf of the Player and to questions) were as follows:
a. The head was a very vulnerable part of the body;
b. The guidelines contained in the Coaches Presentation regarding "Charging with no
arms – Charging players on the ground" indicated a yellow card for a charge to the
body and a red card for a charge to the head/neck; these guidelines were for
charging, rather than tackling, but were designed to address the same mischief; they
were only guidance;
c.

In addition, the sanctions table provided that, if the red card test was met, there would
be a minimum mid-range entry point in most contexts where there was contact with
the head and so contact with the head was to be taken very seriously;

d. The entire motion by the Player was upwards, there was forceful contact and not just
incidental contact; M7 felt the blow;
e. A referee would not take a decision on whether or not to issue a red card based upon
whether or not any injury was caused or by reference to any of the features set out in
clause 7.8.32 of the Rules; and
f.

34.

The use of the shoulder by the Player made the offence more serious, rather than
less, and the only sensible conclusion was that the reckless tackle warranted a red
card and it would send a dangerous message to the game if the Committee
concluded that it did not.

In summary, the submissions made by the Player, and by the Player’s Representative on
behalf of the Player, were as follows:
a. The red card test had not been met and the Player’s conduct fell short of the maximum
sanction of a red card; on the balance of probabilities, i.e. it was more likely than not,
that the Player’s conduct warranted a yellow card at most; it would be a dangerous
precedent to set if the Player’s conduct was sanctioned by a red card;
b. There was a genuine attempt to effect a legal tackle;
c.

There was a spectrum of seriousness; this was reckless, inadvertent contact and no
injury was caused, and so it was to the bottom end of the spectrum; there could only
have been a glancing blow for M7’s head to move in that way; if the full force of the
contact had been made to M7’s head then more injury would have resulted; no injury
was caused; M7 could be seen on the video evidence to go down on a knee and take
some water; some injury would be required to find the Player’s conduct warranted a red
card;

d. Being indicative features relevant to the red card test, it was worthwhile to consider the
features in clause 7.8.32 of the Rules, all of which were important to the Committee in
finding whether or not the Player’s conduct would have warranted a red card: the
Player’s conduct was not intentional or deliberate and had been found by the Committee
to be reckless – this was important and suggested that it did not pass the red card test as
the Player had used his shoulder, rather than his knee, boot, etc, and so the effect was
less pronounced, and he wrapped his arms around M7; there was no provocation, selfdefence or retaliation involved and, importantly, there was also no retaliation by M7;
there was no effect on M7, no injury, no pause in the game – this was one of the most
important features as to why it was not a red card; M7 was not vulnerable, he was on his
feet and braced for impact – again, this was another important feature why it was not a
red card; the tackle was completed and the Player participated fully in it; it was accepted
that there was forceful contact;
e. The situation presented in the Coaches Presentation was different to that in the current
case;
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f.

Reference was made to the Dylan Hartley case which was heard on 25 October 2017,
where there had been contact with the head but the disciplinary committee found that it
was not a red card offence.

Findings as to whether or not act of foul play warranted a red card
35.

The Committee carefully considered, in private, the submissions made to it and also the
evidence received earlier in the Hearing.

36.

The Committee had already found, on the balance of probabilities, that the Player had
committed an act of foul play, namely a reckless tackle which was dangerous and which had
also ended up above the line of the shoulders. The matter now before the Committee was
whether that act of foul play would have warranted a red card.

37.

The Committee accepted that the Player had intended to carry out a legal tackle on M7 and
had used both arms during the tackle, there having been no discernible delay between the
initial contact with M7 and the wrapping of the arms.

38.

The Committee noted that, during the tackle, the Player’s head was to the right hand side of
M7’s left arm and so he was not directly looking at where he was making contact, albeit that it
was the responsibility of the tackling player to ensure he effected his tackle safely and legally.

39.

The Committee also accepted that the movement in the body position of M7 and, in particular,
the head height of M7, contributed to the Player making contact with M7’s jaw/chin area
(rather than solely in the shoulder/chest area of M7) and contributed to the Player’s left arm
slipping up to and above the line of M7’s shoulders. However, taking into account the
Player’s own submissions that he would brace his body if about to be tackled, that he was
going “higher” on M7 to try to secure the ball and that he was driving up, coupled with the
difference in height between the players (believed by the Committee to be approximately 4-5
inches based on what was said in the Hearing), the Committee did not accept that such
movement in the body position of M7 (or any contact above the line of the shoulders) should
have been unexpected or not anticipated by the Player when making his tackle.

40.

The Committee considered the guidelines contained in the Coaches Presentation, which was
referred to by the Disciplinary Officer in his submissions, regarding "Charging with no arms –
Charging players on the ground" which indicated that a yellow card would likely be issued for
a charge on the body and a red card would likely be issued for a charge on the head/neck.
These guidelines related to charging, rather than dangerous tackling, and so, whilst these
guidelines were helpful and informative and reflected the concern in the game around
concussion and head/neck injuries, the World Rugby law guidance was considered by the
Committee to be more pertinent in the current case.

41.

The Committee considered the World Rugby law guidance referred to above which suggested
a minimum sanction of a yellow card or a maximum sanction of a red card where “A player is
deemed to have made reckless contact during a tackle or attempted tackle or during other
phases of the game if in making contact, the player knew or should have known that there
was a risk of making contact with the head of an opponent, but did so anyway.” This
guidance clearly anticipated the possibility of a yellow card being given where there had been
reckless contact with the head of an opponent during a tackle. Therefore, the Committee did
not appear to be bound to find that the reckless tackle committed by the Player, during which
contact was made with the head of M7, would automatically have warranted a red card. It
retained the possibility of the contact warranting a yellow card. However, equally, the
guidance did not prevent or restrict the Committee from finding that such reckless tackle did
warrant a red card.

42.

The Committee noted that neither contact with the head nor the tackle being above (or ending
up above) the line of the shoulders was a necessary prerequisite to the issue of a red card (or
a finding that an act would have warranted a red card) in respect of conduct contrary to law
10.4(e) for dangerous tackling and each case would require to be looked at on its own facts
and merits.

43.

Equally, in this case and based on its particular facts (and taking account of the World Rugby
law guidance), the Committee did not consider that the contact to the jaw/chin area of M7
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automatically required the Committee to make a finding that the reckless tackle by the Player
would have warranted a red card.
44.

The Committee was told that there had been no injury to M7 as a result of the collision.
Based on the video evidence, the Committee saw that the Player made contact with M7 with
considerable force and at some speed. The Committee found, on the balance of probabilities,
that the direction of movement of M7’s head would have been different and the likelihood of
injury would have been higher had there been significant direct contact with M7’s head. The
Committee was satisfied that the primary force of the contact by the Player on M7 was to
M7’s upper left shoulder area and that the contact to the head of M7 in the jaw/chin area was
incidental to the main contact but was also, in part, as a result of the Player driving up and
through in the tackle. The Committee noted that the lack of any injury was not a
determinative factor with regard to whether or not the Player’s conduct warranted a red card,
but was merely one of a number of factors which, taken together, would allow the Committee
to reach a decision. The Committee noted that the lack of injury did not automatically mean
that the act of foul play would not have warranted a red card.

45.

The Committee was very mindful of the need to protect the safety and welfare of players,
particularly in the head and neck area. The Committee found that the contact with the head in
this case, based on its particular facts, was at the lower end of the spectrum of gravity of the
seriousness of the offending.

46.

Based on its findings (and the other points noted above in this section of the written decision)
and taking them all together as a whole, the Committee found, on the balance of probabilities,
that the reckless tackle by the Player would not have warranted a red card.

47.

The Hearing was resumed and the Chairman confirmed that the Committee was not satisfied,
on the balance of probabilities, that the act of foul play would have warranted a red card and,
accordingly, that the citing complaint was not upheld.

48.

The Player was free to resume playing with immediate effect.

Costs
49.

No application was made for costs and, accordingly, no order was made.

Right of appeal
50.

Each of the Player and the Disciplinary Officer has a right of appeal in respect of this decision
of the Committee. This is in terms of clause 8 of the Rules.

Pamela Woodman
Chairman of the Committee
24 December 2017
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